JANUARY 2O14

INFORMATION

CLUB FLY-INS
We hold club fly-ins each month (winter
included) at various sites. These are informal
events and are a great way of meeting other
MKF members.
MEMBERSHIP CARDS
Your membership cards can obtain you
discounts for purchases from most kite retailers
in the UK, and gain you entry to events and
festivals free or at a reduced cost. Please keep
them safe.
PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE
All fully paid up members are covered by
Public Liability Insurance to fly kites safely for
pleasure anywhere in the world. If you injure
anyone whilst flying your kite the injured party
may be able to claim on the club insurance for
up to £5,000,000. The club has Member-toMember Liability Insurance. A claim may be
refused if the flier was found to be flying a kite
dangerously - e.g. using unsuitable line, in
unsuitable weather; flying over people,
animals, buildings or vehicles. This insurance
does not cover you for damage to, or loss or
theft of members' kite/s.
BUGGIES, BOARDS & KITESURFING
Unfortunately we are not able to cover these
activities within the clubs insurance policy.
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The MKFNEWS is pleased to print articles and
photographs submitted by any interested party.
All submissions are reproduced at the Editors
discretion, however the Club cannot be held
responsible for any views or comments
contained in any such articles.
Cover kites by Andrew Gray from Telford flown
at Cleobury Mortimer last summer.
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EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR - MKF NORTH

David Buckland

David has resigned as our Events Co-ordinator for the
North due to work commitments. Many thanks for all
your hard work in the past and we look forward to
seeing you at future meetings.
If you could help fill this post please contact the
Chairman
EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR - MKF SOUTH

Bill Hanks

Bill has had to ‘slow down’ due to his ill health. Many
thanks for all your hard work in the past and we look
forward to seeing you at future meetings.
If you could help fill this post please contact the
Chairman

William Abner Eddy

altitudes. He added a bow in the cross spar
and a hole at the crossing of the sticks. In
1893, the World's Columbian Exposition gave
him the chance to acquire an authentic Malay
kite, which inspired further improvements and
led to what is now known as the diamond Eddy
kite.
He also improved the method for chaining
several kites. Previously each kite had been
tied to the previous one. Instead, he made the
individual kites' lines branch off a common
main line.
Eddy's publication of air temperatures
measured with his kites attracted the attention
of the American Meteorological Society. In
1894, he followed an invitation to assist the
work of Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory.
He solved the observatory's technical
problems, thereby contributing significantly to
its reputation.

William Eddy with kite.
William Abner Eddy (January 28, 1850 –
December 26, 1909) was an American
accountant and journalist famous for his
photographic and meteorological experiments
with kites.
William A. Eddy was born to a wealthy family in
New York City. His father was a reverend.[2]
William's experience with kites started at an
early age: When he was 15, he successfully
tied a lantern to a hexagonal kite. After
graduation from the University of Chicago he
returned to New York, where he would soon
work as an accountant for the New York
Herald. In 1887, he married Cynthia S. Huggins
(1856–1922) and moved to nearby Bayonne,
New Jersey, where his cousin already lived.
Their daughter Margaret was born on January
11, 1888 in New York City.
It seems that Eddy's interest in kites was
renewed when he learned about recent
advances. In 1883, Douglas Archibald used
kites to measure differences in wind velocity.
Alexander
McAdie
repeated
Benjamin
Franklin's kite experiments with an electrometer.
In 1887, Eddy heard of Woodbridge Davis'
manoeuvrable kites. Based on accounts of
tailless diamond kites common in Java, he tried
to fill in the missing details. In standard
diamond kites the tail was needed for
stabilization, but was problematic when
chaining several kites in order to reach higher

Margaret Eddy with kites, c.1895.
On May 30, 1895, Eddy took the first aerial
photograph in the Americas. This was 37 years
after Nadar's first balloon-based photographs
and 7 years after Arthur Batut's first kite-based
photographs. Eddy improved Batut's technique
further, and he even experimented with
telephony via kites and with kite-based mirrors.

Notes and references

1. The Eddy family in America: a genealogy,
Boston: T.O. Metcalf, 1930.
2. Middleton, Kathleen M. (1999), Bayonne
Passages, Arcadia Publishing, pp. 48–49,
ISBN 978-0-7524-0563-6.
3. "Messages over kite wires: Telephoning and
telegraphing my means of a midair line", New
York Times, December 7, 1896.
4. "New phase of kite flying: Inventor Eddy has a
machine to reflect surrounding country", New
York Times, August 30, 1897.
5. "Kite flyer Eddy worried. Boys tamper with his
apparatus in the night", New York Times, April 12,
1897.
6. "Eddy and his kites. The Bayonne expert may go
to the front in the government service", New York
Times, July 2, 1898.
7. "Speed of wild ducks: Bayonne kite flier finds that
they cover more than forty-seven miles an hour",
New York Times, December 26, 1900.

Except where noted otherwise, all information
comes from the following article:
 White, Bob (2005), Diamonds in the Sky:
The Contributions of William Abner Eddy
to Kiting.

US646375 William A. Eddy kite patent image.
The New York Times regularly reported on
Eddy's curious accidents, plans, and results. For
example, in 1897: playing children interfered
with his experiments during the night. In 1898,
he hoped to assist the navy in the Spanish–
American War. On Christmas Day 1900, he
found that the wild ducks at the coast were
flying at 47 miles per hour (76 km/h) at an
altitude of 1,500 feet (460 m). In 1908, Eddy
took kite aerial photographs in order to solve
the theft of ice cream from his back porch; one
photo showed two men eating the loot.
The
scientific
significance
of
Eddy's
improvements to kite-flying was short-lived, due
to the advent of Lawrence Hargrave's
rectangular box kites. Nevertheless, in the year
following Eddy's death, a train of ten Eddy kites
reaching an altitude of 23,385 feet (7,128 m)
set a height record for several years.

BILL’S MIDLANDS KITE FLIERS
ANNIVERSARY EDDY KITE

THE MODERN DAY SPORTS KITE.
Kites have moved on tremendously, in the last
twenty years or so, with advancing technology
having major influences on the design,
development and manufacture.
Gone are the days when newspaper was used
for the sail, bamboo for the frame, and a string
tail, usually with paper bow tie looking items
attached just below the kite to try and give it
stability. These kites were hoisted into the air
again using string, they were not maneuverable,
and lay static in the sky against the wind.
An emerging sport was in its infancy (although
not envisaged at the time) when a gentleman
by the name of Peter Powell designed and
manufactured a two line steerable kite, in the
late 1970’s. This diamond shaped kite complete
with a long plastic tail, opened many doors and
it became obvious to many that this type of kite
had, endless possibilities, AND SO TO 2014.

and manufactured by “kite makers” up and
down the country, and indeed throughout the
world. The spectrum of design is limitless, as now
you can obtain any type of sports kite
specifically for your exacting requirements.
Some of our requirements are kites that will,
1 Perform Trick Maneuvers
2 Will fly in low winds
3 Will fly in high winds
4 Be accurate and precise for our “team
maneuvers”
Sky Symphony Kite Display Team, who you have
seen this week-end, uses a range of the above
kites. To please our audience, we need to
select the “RIGHT” sports kite that will suite the
wind speed and perform well, at the time of the
scheduled display.
Our selection of team sports kites is extensive,
with over eight different sets of kites to choose
from. These allow us to fly in conditions when the
wind strength is from 1mph to 20 mph. Although
we have performed in stronger winds than this, it
is not preferable as with a continuous 25 minute
performance it can become quite hairy!!
TEAM KITES. When Sky Symphony was formed we
were fortunate to be introduced to Peter Taylor
of Air-Dynamics. A kite maker of precision team
kites down at his workshop in Hereford. The
majority of our kites (6 per set) are made and
blueprinted
By Peter, we know and have the assurance that
each team kite has built in excellence.
TODAY’S SPORT KITE. As mentioned previously
new materials and processes are commonly in
use to produce these extreme quality kites.
Breaking down a sports kite : In essence it has 3
main parts……………..

TECHNOLOGY & TEAMWORK. Since the year
2000 (The year that Sky Symphony was formed),
many types of sports kite have been designed

1. Sail. Generally Rip Stop Nylon or polyester is
used, as this material will not tear easily and has
proved light, effective and durable. There is a
vast range of colours available to choose from
including Sky Symphony’s patriotic RED, WHITE &
BLUE. We are able to use this material after many

years of use by our Sailors!! On a racing yacht
each spinnaker sail is made from rip stop nylon.
The grade of material that is used on our team
kites is “P C. 31 ICAREX”. The code PC denotes
polycarbonate coated and the 31 stands for its
weight! i.e. 31 grams per square metre.
2. Frame. Carbon fibre. This material is now
almost universal in “High Quality Sport Kites”.
Various tubes are manufactured, either parallel
or tapered, with carbon fibres allowing the
required strength, lightness and durability, to be
achieved. These tubes can be joined together
(using solid carbon pieces that just slide into the
inside diameter of the tube) which give the kite
makers the versatility in their design. As a
general rule a sports kite will have approximately
EIGHT of these pieces in its make up.

I hope in reading this article you have been
inspired by our fast growing, environmentally
friendly, sport. Remember the air is FREE !!!
Use it wisely and with caution, then in turn it will
provide you with hours of endless FUN. Always fly
in a Safe Area away from buildings, traffic,
animals, and power lines
Having just a small knowledge of our great sport
(30 years and counting), it has given my team
and I a great BUZZ over the years, and I‟m sure
we have given you much entertainment with our
kite displays over the weekend.
By Graham Binney (Team Manager – Sky
Symphony)
Graham

Alan P

Roy

Alan B

Chris

Various grades of carbon are used on our sports
kites, with SKY SHARK carbon used throughout, in
its various strengths.
Carbon fibre is under
constant development, as we see F1 cars
flashing around the circuits where their body
shells are made totally from this material.
3. Bridle. (The steering control system). Many
types of bridle are used for steering the kite in
the air. The bridle takes the form of a 1.5 mm
diameter cord usually of Dyneema that is
attached, through a system, to each wing
allowing full push and pull movements of the
kite. At the end of the tie off points (usually two)
there will be a stopper knot.
You can affix your lines to these points using a
“Larks Head” Knot.
The bridles on our kites are, from a British
company, Marlow, and the grade we use is
1.5mm diameter Marine Racing Line which is
strong and durable, coupled with its low stretch
characteristics.
Although KITE LINE is not a part of the kite itself, it
has
great
significance
on
the
kite‟s
performance. Using the „right‟ weight of line
together with the correct length maximises the
control all members have with their kites. Climax
Protec lines are used extensively by SKY
SYMPHONY.

Dave

Sky Symphony Kite Display and
Entertainment Team.
Should you wish any further details on
SKY SYMPHONY, please contact:
graham@skysymphony.co.uk or visit our web site
www.skysymphony.co.uk
Should you wish to purchase a sports kite, our
Master Kite Maker Peter Taylor, will be happy to
oblige.
Please
contact
Peter
at
Mail@airdynamics.co.uk or visit his web site
www.airdynamics.co.uk.

‘RETREAT’ PROGRAMME
MIDLANDS KITE FLIERS
PEMBROKESHIRE RETREAT 2O14
FRIDAY 2nd MAY 2O14

HIGH
TIDES

ALL DAY

Travelling down to Broad
Haven, finding
accommodation.

08:05
GMT

EVENING

Gathering in local Pub…….
Arrangements for the ‘Retreat’

20:20
GMT

SATURDAY 3rd MAY 2O14
MORNING

Beach Flying at Broad Haven

AFTERNOON

Beach Flying at Broad Haven

08:41
GMT
20:55
GMT

EVENING
SUNDAY 4th MAY 2O14
MORNING

Beach Flying at Broad Haven

AFTERNOON

Beach Flying at Broad Haven

21:32
GMT

EVENING
MONDAY 5th MAY 2O14
MAY DAY BANK HOLIDAY
Hilton Court Gardens and
Craft Centre, Roch,
MORNING
Haverfordwest,
Pembrokeshire. SA62 6AE
Hilton Court Gardens and
Craft Centre, Roch,
AFTERNOON
Haverfordwest,
Pembrokeshire. SA62 6AE

09:56
GMT

22:13
GMT

EVENING
TUESDAY 6th MAY 2O14
ALL DAY

09:17
GMT

Travelling home from Broad
Haven

You’ve never played Banking?
It’s easy. First, you give me the ball, and then I
charge you every time you want to play with
the ball. I’ll also charge you if you want to give
the ball to someone else, and a small monthly
fee for holding onto your ball.

Belated Seasonal Greetings from
David Montague-Smith.

Thanks John Southerton for his Festive Wishes to
all members of the Midlands Kite Fliers

Swaziland makes it illegal for a witch to
fly a broomstick above 150metres
Witches flying broomsticks in Swaziland above
150 metres will be subject to arrest and a hefty
fine of R500 000, civil aviation authorities said,
according to a report.
Witches’ broomsticks are considered similar to
any heavier-than-air transportation device that
is airborne, says The Star. ”A witch on a
broomstick should not fly above the (150metre)
limit,” Civil Aviation Authority marketing and
corporate affairs director Sabelo Diamini said
to the newspaper yesterday. No penalties exist
for witches flying below 150 metres. The report
said it was hard to say how serious he was, but
witchcraft isn’t a joking matter in Swaziland,
where the people believe in it. The statute also
forbids toy helicopters and children’s kites from
ascending too high into the country’s airspace.
Dlamini was asked by the Swaziland press to
explain the country’s aviation laws following the
arrest of a private detective, Hunter Shongwe,
for operating a toy helicopter equipped with a
video camera, of which he boasted using to
gather surveillance information similar to the
way a drone aircraft operates. The detective
was charged with operating an unregistered
aircraft and for failing to appear before his
chief to be questioned by traditional authorities
about his toy drone, the first of its kind in
Swaziland.
Swazi brooms are short bundles of sticks tied
together and do not have handles. Swazi
witches are known to use them to fling potions
about homesteads – but not for transport.

ALTITUDE SPRINTER
www.kitepassion.nl
Jan & Jolanda van Leeuwen

Another design from Jan & Jolanda, translated
by Magarlit Oakley (Thanks Mags.)
Hopefully we got everything correct, if you spot
any problems , please let us know. Ed

Materials

Approximately 1.5 metres spinnaker nylon
Adhesive spinnaker edge tape
2 x 3mm carbon fibre rods for the wing spars:
0.7 metres long
2 x 4mm carbon fibre rods for the longerons : 1
metre long
1 x 4mm carbon fibre rod for the spreader :
0.6metre long
2 nylon end-stops (3mm)
2 nylon end-stops (4mm)
2 split stops (3mm)
4 split stops (4mm)
5 metres ‘bridle’ line
3 control rings
Scraps of Dacron for stiffening

Sail
The name of this model describes the kind of
flying it was designed for. At almost all the
flying festivals in England, competitions are
held where the kite has to get to a great height
as fast as possible (the ‘altitude sprint’). The kite
has one minute to fly to its highest point. Such
competitions lead to special designs. This
model is a combination of a delta and a sled.
The flight range is between 2 and 5.5 Beaufort.

If you choose edging tape for the outside of
the kite, you don’t have to calculate an extra
edge on the outside of the kite. Where the sail
pieces are to be stitched together, a seam
allowance must be calculated. A template is
indispensable to cut out the correct 3 pieces
plus the 4 keels. Make these templates of stiff
cardboard. You can now begin to cut out the
sail pieces. Take account of the direction of
the material (see drawing).

Make 2 identical strips for the longeron tunnels.
The tunnel will be used to keep the cloth
upright. A shift to the left or the right makes for
instability. The tunnel must therefore fit precisely;
give the 4mm longeron an end-stop
(see formula). Make the strips 40mm wide. See
detailed drawing.
Put the keels on the side where they will be
fastened
Give the keels an extra 7mm edge on the side
to which they will be fastened to the kite. When

all the pieces are cut out, use the sewing
machine.
Where the ‘bridle’ points go, put Dacron
stiffening on the keels. Put edge tape on all the
other outside edges. The edge tape slots a few
centimetres into the spar covers. The rest of the
edging material will be used later with the spar
cover.
Now put everything together. Lift the keels
between the main pieces and stitch them flat
in place on the back. The tunnels for the
longerons will later come across them. The
tunnels and the kite cover (the height of the
tunnel) should be connected at the top with
Dacron stiffening. On the other side of the
tunnel, stitch a little line 30cm long. With this,
the spreader can be tightened. On the top
side edge cover the spar cover with Dacron
stiffening. The tunnel for the wing spar must be
wide enough for the flight stick with the end
stop to pass through. Therefore, build up the
following (see formula 3mmx etc.)
Fold the tunnel over the edge (see detail C)
and, also, on the other side, stitch a piece of
string so we can tighten the spar.
On the strengthened corners of the keels, sew
loops where they will be knotted. For the loops
you can use edges folded in four. You can also
put rings in front of the Dacron stiffening, but
they can oxidise and stain the fabric.

Frame and Bridle Notes

Put end and split stops on the longerons and
place them in the tunnels. The longerons
should be slightly stretched on the sewn lines.
You can now put the wing spars in place. Put
end and split stops on them also. Slightly
stretch/tighten these also with the sewn string.
With a thick needle prick a string behind the
spar (detail D) and knot a loop in here. This is
the ‘tensioner’. On each side of the tensioner is
a split stop where the recently knotted loops
were hooked. Make the length of the loops
such that the kite surfaces are nice and flat
without the spar itself being bowed. Not too
much tension on the whole, so the wind can
allow the surfaces to bulge out. This needs to
be done to keep the kite stable.
Finally we fasten the kite strings/lines. We divide
the bottom and top sides
into 2 groups (see drawing). These groups will
be connected together with a line. Put a (line
ring) on this line. We will manage (control) the
kite with this ring.

Later

Try the kite out first in a light wind. The kite flies
well without a tail. Find the right place to
attach the bridle ring by trying different
positions.
Enjoy your Altitude Sprinter!
Many thanks to Jan & Jolanda for letting us use
of their plans.
B.S.

Thinking of going to either Berck or Dieppe in the coming months, then perhaps this Campsite
recommendation from the ‘Mother in Law’ may be of interest.......Apparently it’s a fantastic site
with pool and other attractions. If you do use it give us your views for other kite fliers. Ed.

CODY TIME!?

Hi Bill
Thought this would interest you. Did you know the BBC journalist John Simpson's full name is John
Cody Fidler-Simpson.
I wondered if there was anything to this and found the following on Wikipedia
Further back in John Simpson's family history, his great grandmother, Elizabeth Mary King (née
Elizabeth Mary Davis) left her husband Edward King and took up with the American wild west
showman and famous aviation pioneer, Samuel Franklin Cowdery (later known as Samuel Franklin
Cody) in the early 1890s. They lived together as man and wife until Cody's death in 1913 even
though Cody's marriage to his American wife had never been legally dissolved. Elizabeth and her
sons featured in Cody's daring show demonstrations of horse riding, shooting and lassoing.The
family all considered themselves part of the Cody family for many years, even though they were
not directly related.
Have a good Christmas and a Happy New Year
Regards Nick Hale
There was an excellent programme in the ‘Who Do You Think You Are’ series recently about John
Simpson. It went into some detail about his family connections.
I’m eager to track down a copy of the Daily Sketch, Monday 7th November 1932 Page 3, “Epic
Story of the First Woman....... which features the lady in question..
Bill Souten

Congratulations to Olga Broom who was voted
the ‘Midlands Kite Flier of 2O13’ at our recent
AGM. She received a special handmade fused
glass trophy to keep together with the large
club trophy which returns to the club every
year. A very worthy winner......

Congratulations to Alan Poxon who was voted
the ‘Midlands Kite Maker of 2O13’ at our recent
AGM. He also received a special handmade
fused glass trophy to keep.
Alan has sent a thank you to club members,
which can be found elsewhere in this edition.

Every year, at the Annual General Meeting,
members are asked to nominate their choice
for the ‘Midlands Kite Flier of the Year’. Last year
we also included ‘Midlands Kite Maker of the
Year’.
So now’s the time to start keeping your eyes
peeled, so that you can nominate your choice.
Nominations can be sent in prior to the AGM if
you are unable to attend. (Obviously we would
always prefer to see as many members as
possible at the AGM.)
Who will be the Midlands Kite Flier of 2O14?
Who will be the Midlands Kite Maker of 2O14?
Don’t forget your nominations!!!!!

As with any published calendar of events,
it is ESSENTIAL to double CHECK with the
event organisers that the event is taking place
before travelling any distance.
www.mkf.org.uk
www.kitecalendar.co.uk

MIDLANDS KITE FLIERS
CALENDAR OF EVENTS - 2O14
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MARCH
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JANUARY

5
1

2

3

MKF New Years fly-in, Apedale Country Park, Alsagers Bank, Apedale,

AKF Fly-in, The Plateau, Ashton Court, Begger Bush Lane, Bristol, BS8 3TQ

4

KCoS fly-in, West Sands beach, St Andrews, Scotland
KCoS fly-in, on the big field in front of the beach, Ayr, Scotland

12

WHKF fly-in @ Barbury Castle Country Park, near Swindon, Wilshire

6

7

8

9

10

11

13
20

14
21

15
22

16
23

17
24

18
25

19
26

27

28

29

30

31
2 AKF Fly-in, The Plateau, Ashton Court, Begger Bush Lane, Bristol, BS8 3TQ
9 WHKF fly-in @ Barbury Castle Country Park, near Swindon, Wilshire
16 KCoS fly-in, West Sands beach, St Andrews, Scotland

NKG fly-in, Pontefract Racecourse, Pontefract, Yorkshire
NKG fly-in, New Brighton Dips, Wirral, Merseyside
GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU
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4

5

6

7

1
8

10

11

12

13

14

15

17
24

18
25

19
26

20
27

21
28

22

23 GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU

1

2
9

3

4

5

6

7

KCoS fly-in, on the big field in front of the beach, Ayr, Scotland

AKF Fly-in, The Plateau, Ashton Court, Begger Bush Lane, Bristol, BS8 3TQ
KCoS fly-in, West Sands beach, St Andrews, Scotland

KCoS fly-in, on the big field in front of the beach, Ayr, Scotland

8

NKG fly-in, Middleton Park, Urban South, Leeds - CANCELLED
WHKF fly-in @ Barbury Castle Country Park, near Swindon, Wilshire

10
17

11
18

12
19

13
20

14
21

15
22

24

25

26

27

28

29

16 NKG fly-in, Coast Guard Station, Burbo Bank Road North, Crosby, Liverpool.
23 GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU
30 Indoor Kite Event, St Josephs Catholic College, Swindon, Wiltshire SN3 3LR
KCoS fly-in, West Sands beach, St Andrews, Scotland

KCoS fly-in, on the big field in front of the beach, Ayr, Scotland

31
6
1

2

3

4

MKF FLY-IN Calke Abbey,Ticknall, Derby DE73 7L.

4th Annual Rodborough Common Kite Day 2014, near Stroud, Gloucester.

5

16th Streatham Common Kite Day, Streatham Common, London SW16 3DW

APRIL

AKF Fly-in, The Plateau, Ashton Court, Begger Bush Lane, Bristol, BS8 3TQ

7

8

9

10

11

14

15

16

17

18

12

MKF KITE WEEKEND, RUFFORD ABBEY, NOTTS

13

MKF KITE WEEKEND, RUFFORD ABBEY, NOTTS

12 - 21 28th International Berck-sur-Mer Kite Festival.

12 - 21 28th International Berck-sur-Mer Kite Festival, 5 Avenue Francis Tattegrain,

KCoS fly-in, Howden Park, Livingston, Scotland EH54 6AE

62600 Berck-sur-Mer, Nord-Pas-De-Calais, France

GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU
WHKF fly-in @ Barbury Castle Country Park, near Swindon, Wilshire

21
B.H.

22

23

24

25

19

12 - 21 28th International Berck-sur-Mer Kite Festival.

26

North Hants Kiters Jolly Up 14, the field off Southlea, Farleigh Road,

Cliddesden, near Basingstoke, Hampshire RG25 2JL

20
27

12 - 21 28th International Berck-sur-Mer Kite Festival.
North Hants Kiters Jolly Up 14, the field off Southlea, Farleigh Road,

Cliddesden, near Basingstoke, Hampshire RG25 2JL
? GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU.
KCoS fly-in, the large field to the rear of the Magnum Centre, Irvine, Scotland

28

29

30
3rd, 4th & 5th - MKF BROAD HAVEN KITE FLIERS RETREAT

3
1

2

3 - 5 Blyth Kite Festival Weekend with NEKF @ Meggies Burn Field, Links Road, South
Beach, Blyth, Northumberland NE24 3PH

MAY

3 - 5 Weymouth Beach Kite Festival, The Seafront, Weymouth, Dorset

5

B.H.

6

7

8

9

10

4th Western Lake District KiteFest 2014, Wilson Park, Haverigg, Cumbria LA18 4ES

29th Ostende International Kite Festival, Ostend, Belgium

4

3rd, 4th & 5t - MKF BROAD HAVEN KITE FLIERS RETREAT

3 - 5 Blyth Kite Festival Weekend with NEKF @ Meggies Burn Field, Links Road,
South Beach, Blyth, Northumberland NE24 3PH
3 - 5 Weymouth Beach Kite Festival, The Seafront, Weymouth, Dorset
AKF Fly-in, The Plateau, Ashton Court, Begger Bush Lane, Bristol, BS8 3TQ

114th Western Lake District KiteFest 2014, Wilson Park, Haverigg, Cumbria .
29th Ostende International Kite Festival, Ostend, Belgium

WHKF fly-in @ Barbury Castle Country Park, near Swindon, Wilshire
GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU

Redcar Kite Festival, The Beach, Redcar, Cleveland TS10 5BJ
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opposite the Lifeboat Station, Barmouth, Mid Wales
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MKF FLY-IN, APEDALE COMMUNITY PARK, ALSAGERS BANK ST5 7LB

Barmouth Kite Festival with the Paddle Regatta, Barmouth, Mid Wales
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AKF Fly-in, The Plateau, Ashton Court, Begger Bush Lane, Bristol, BS8 3TQ
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22nd Basingstoke Kite Festival, Pack Lane, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG22 5SN
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8

22nd Basingstoke Kite Festival, Pack Lane, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG22 5SN

WHKF fly-in @ Barbury Castle Country Park, near Swindon, Wilshire
GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU

Beacon Park Kite Festival, Beacon Hill Country Park, Up Holland, nr

Skelmersdale, . WN8 7RZ

15 Beacon Park Kite Festival, Beacon Hill Country Park, Up Holland, nr
Skelmersdale, . WN8 7RZ

*Teston Kite Weekend, Teston Bridge Country Park, nr Maidstone, Kent ME18 5BX

? Teston Kite Weekend, Teston Bridge Country Park, nr Maidstone, Kent ME18 5BX

21
28

22 GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU
29 Herne Bay Kite Day, The Memorial Park, Kings Road, Herne Bay, CT6 5DD

As with any calendar of future events please check with the organisers before travelling any distance.

MIDLANDS KITE FLIERS
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5th Vliegerfeest Twenterand, The Netherlands

Kites over Souter Kite Festival, Souter Lighthouse, Coast Rd, Sunderland, SR6 7NH
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? Prudhoe Kite Festival, Highfield Park, Prudhoe, near Newcastle, NE42 6EY

Barmouth Kite Festival, on the beach opposite the Lifeboat Station, Barmouth,
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Silloth Kite Festival in assoc. with the NKG, The Green Silloth, CA7 4AB

NEKF @ Kites over Druridge, Druridge Bay Country Park, Widdrington, NE61 5BX

Leominster and Hereford Kite Festival, Berrington Hall, Leominster, HR6 0DW

26
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Dunstable Downs Kite Festival, Whipsnade Road, Dunstable, Beds, U6 2GY

North Hants Kiters Jolly Up 15, the field off Southlea, Farleigh Road,

Cliddesden, near Basingstoke, Hampshire RG25 2JL
MKF KITE WEEKEND Rufford Park, Ollerton, Notts, NG22 9DF

Shropshire Kite Festival, Lacon Childe School, Love Lane, Cleobury Mortimer,

AUGUST

Kites over Souter Kite Festival, Souter Lighthouse, Coast Rd, Sunderland, SR6 7NH

6 AKF Fly-in, The Plateau, Ashton Court, Begger Bush Lane, Bristol, BS8 3TQ
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5th Vliegerfeest Twenterand, The Netherlands

13

? Prudhoe Kite Festival, Highfield Park, Prudhoe, near Newcastle, NE42 6EY

Barmouth Kite Festival, on the beach opposite the Lifeboat Station, Barmouth,
WHKF fly-in @ Barbury Castle Country Park, near Swindon, Wilshire
GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU
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20

Silloth Kite Festival in assoc. with the NKG, The Green Silloth, CA7 4AB

NEKF @ Kites over Druridge, Druridge Bay Country Park, Widdrington, NE61 5BX

Leominster and Hereford Kite Festival, Berrington Hall, Leominster, HR6 0DW

27

Dunstable Downs Kite Festival, Whipsnade Road, Dunstable, Beds, U6 2GY

GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU
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North Hants Kiters Jolly Up 15,Cliddesden, near Basingstoke, Hants, RG25 2JL

AKF Fly-in, The Plateau, Ashton Court, Begger Bush Lane, Bristol, BS8 3TQ

10

MKF KITE WEEKEND Rufford Park, Ollerton, Notts, NG22 9DF

Shropshire Kite Festival, Lacon Childe School, Cleobury Mortimer, DY14 8PE

Shropshire DY14 8PE

Teston Big Kite Weekend, Teston Bridge Country Park, nr Maidstone, ME18 5BX

Teston Big Kite Weekend, Teston Bridge Country Park, Teston Lane, nr Maidstone,

GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU

Kent ME18 5BX

WHKF fly-in @ Barbury Castle Country Park, near Swindon, Wiltshire
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6th Annual Rijsbergse Vliegerdagen ( Kite Festival), the meadows of the

23

23rd Portsmouth International Kite Festival, Southsea Common, Portsmouth,

30

27th Bristol International Kite Festival, The Plateau, Ashton Court, Begger
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6 - 14 Dieppe Capitale du Cerf-Volant 2014, Dieppe, Normandy, France

13

6 - 14 Dieppe Capitale du Cerf-Volant 2014, Dieppe, Normandy, France

Family Machielsen, Tiggeltsestraat 13 at 4891ZPRijsbergen, The Netherlands

Bush Lane, Bristol, Somerset BS8 3TQ

17

6th Annual Rijsbergse Vliegerdagen ( Kite Festival), the meadows of the

Family Machielsen, Tiggeltsestraat 13 at 4891ZPRijsbergen, The Netherlands

24

23rd Portsmouth International Kite Festival, Southsea Common, Portsmouth,

31

27th Bristol International Kite Festival, The Plateau, Ashton Court, Begger

GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU

Bush Lane, Bristol, Somerset BS8 3TQ
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6 - 14 Dieppe Capitale du Cerf-Volant 2014, Dieppe, Normandy, France

AKF Fly-in, The Plateau, Ashton Court, Begger Bush Lane, Bristol, Somerset BS8 3TQ
WHKF fly-in @ Barbury Castle Country Park, near Swindon, Wilshire
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19-28 1st Brazil International Kite Festival, Sao Paulo & Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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19-28 1st Brazil International Kite Festival, Sao Paulo & Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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19-28 1st Brazil International Kite Festival, Sao Paulo & Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU

GOKF fly-in, Ferry Meadows Country Park, Ham Lane, Peterborough, PE2 5UU

5 MKF - EXKITEMENT, Apedale Community Park, Alsager Bank, ST5 7LB
12 ONE SKY, ONE WORLD at venues around the world.........
MKF OSOW, Rufford Abbey CountryPark, Ollerton, Notts, NG22 9DF.
MKF OSOW, Memorial Park, Kenilworth Road,Coventry, CV3 6PT.
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Indoor Kite Event, St Josephs Catholic College, Swindon, Wiltshire SN3 3LR

As with any calendar of future events please check with the organisers before travelling any distance.

MIDLANDS KITE FLIERS
PROPOSAL FOR FLY-IN SITE
TO BE RETURNED TO THE CLUB COMMITTEE
FOR THEIR CONSIDERATION
c/o 52 SHEPHERDS COURT, DROITWICH SPA,
WORCESTERSHIRE, WR9 9DF.
The club is continually looking for new fly-in sites where members can meet together and enjoy kite flying.
Please return your completed form and we’ll get back to you. Many thanks.
FOR CLUB
USE ONLY

FLY-IN PROPOSER + Details

1

DATE OF PROPOSED FLY-IN

2

TIMES OF PROPOSED FLY-IN

3

4

LOCATION OF FLY-IN SITE
Full postal address to include
POSTCODE and GRID REFERENCE

TO WHOM DOES THE CLUB
NEED TO APPLY FOR
PERMISSION TO USE THIS
SITE?
Full name and details

5

SITE CONTACT PERSON
To include phone number

DESCRIPTION OF SITE

6
7
8
9
10

Toilets, Parking available,
Size of flying area, Mown grass,
Local services, Pubs, and Shops.
Camping availability.

QUALITY OF TOILETS?
DIRECTIONS OF HOW TO
REACH THE SITE.

Please be as specific as possible as
others will need to use this
information.

CANCELLATION
ARRANGEMENTS
CAA HEIGHT RESTRICTIONS
Will the club need to apply for a
Flying Height Authorisation?

SITE PROPOSER
11 FLY-IN
Please include your contact details.
ANY EXTRA INFORMATION
12 THAT MAY BE OF USE.

NEVER THROWN
THE TOWEL IN !

N.B. Found recently in a Quilting Supply shop in
Bath. Superb Japanese images on a roll for
£7.60 for four. Each image measures 250mmx
410mm. O.K. it’s not a Tea Towel, but you can
see where I’m coming from........
This is, quite possibly, my favourite kite of the
whole Bristol Kite Festival 2013. Ed.
(Please excuse the quality of my photography,
it does not do the kite justice.....)

I did speak to the creator of this kite, but have
misplaced the details..... He is a member of
Poole Kite Fliers I believe. (Please get in touch if
you read this.)
Inexpensive kites that everyone can make, fly
and enjoy. There is the challenge in sourcing,
making and flying, but not the great expense
of huge display kites..........
Imagine a festival arena filled with ‘Flying Tea
Towels’. Hence the ‘2O14 Tea Towel Challenge’

See article from John Dobson in the January
2O14 edition of the ‘Kiteflier’, page 12.
I believe John has a point, perhaps a back to
the basics approach is the way forward in
these changing times for Kite Flying Events.

made composite fabric used primarily in
racing yacht sails, achieved the perfect
combination of strength and weight. The visual
impact of the fabric produces an ethereal
sense of depth and refraction that gives the
heavy mass the
Lightest
touch.
Queen & Crawford designed a joint system,
the CKJ_01, a universal Nylon joint that would
handle every connection in the composition.
They work closely with 3TRPD in Newbury who
are at the cutting edge of the Rapid
Prototyping Industry. Printing the joints allows
design, production, testing and refinement in
a short time frame. The material is light and
strong,
perfect
for
this
application.
More than 23,000 individual components
make up the complete structure. Entirely
assembled by hand; from design through to
delivery more than 16 months of work.
Matthew Higginbottom, Queen + Crawford, 2011

Little Shining Man is a sculpture that has the
potential for flight. The design of the structure
is based around the tetra kites of Alexander
Graham Bell, multiplied out into colliding
cubes that take their form from the cubic
formations of the mineral Pyrite. A double wing
module has been duplicated and arranged
into a tight cellular structural arrangement that
appears as a heavy, un-flyable mass. Utilising
lightweight materials and the symmetry of the
module and composition, it is able to fly freely
and
steadily.
The kite flown in the images is one section of
an arrangement of three, that come together
to create the final piece of sculpture that is
taken own from display once a year to be
flown in
St.
Aubin’s
Bay.
There were several challenges in realising Little
Shining Man. The structure had to be as strong
and light as possible in order to fly, but had to
return to earth with minimal damage so it
could be installed as a piece of sculpture.
Carbon fibre rod and Cuben fibre, a hand

Further details: http;//www.morisoninfolittleshiningman

Warden raises concerns over kite fighting
on Baildon Moor

Kite Fighting on Baildon Moor – by Ian Lyons
Liberal DemocratTown Councillor Baildon East
3rd November 2013

Bradford Telegraph and Argus 3rd November 2013
I‟ve looked at many unsolved social problems in my
town recently, and in one way or another they revolve
around human need. Even the most innocent looking of
activities, at first glance, can seem relatively
uncontroversial but then provokes public debate, such
as the ancient sport of flying a kite.

Environment warden Mark Scrimshaw

The ancient Asian sport of kite fighting, where razor-sharp
strings are used to cut competitors adrift, is taking place
high on Baildon Moor.
And environment warden Mark Scrimshaw has raised
safety concerns to town councillors. He came across
about 10 men and a boy taking part in the sport last
Thursday.
“I went onto the top of Baildon Moor to the highest car
park, above the reservoirs,” said Mr Scrimshaw. “What I
then watched for some time was fascinating and
exciting. Kites are flown to several hundred feet and the
aim is to attack an opponent‟s kite by cutting its string
with your own kite‟s string, resulting in it fluttering to the
ground.”
Mr Scrimshaw spoke to the men, and was told the losing
kites would be abandoned.
“I was a little concerned that they may be a danger to
livestock, as are many of the sky lanterns on the market
which have wires that may be ingested by animals,” he
said. “However, I was able to examine one of the kites
and they appeared to be entirely bio-degradable,
being made of thin tissue paper, thin strips of wood and
string.”
But Mr Scrimshaw was worried about the kite strings,
which are thin, strong and coated with powdered glass.
“One of the competitors was bleeding from several cuts
on his hands,” he said.
Having researched kite fighting, Mr Scrimshaw found that
occasionally deaths caused by the string are reportedly
due to the string cutting the throats of people,
particularly children. He recommended to Baildon Town
Council it should not be something to be encouraged,
with cyclists, horseriders, walkers and golfers all present
on the moor.
But Baildon town councillor Ian Lyons (Lib Dem) is a fan
of adventurous pursuits and said the matter needed
investigation.
“Skydiving, rock climbing, lots of things are dangerous in
some way or another and I think this would probably be
a good thing, but it would need rules and regulations
around an established club,” he said.
Danny Jackson, Bradford Council‟s countryside and
rights of way manager, said: “Kite fighting is unusual
around here, but obviously it is potentially hazardous to
other users of the moor and we would urge people not
to do this on public land.”

In kite fighting, the idea is for two kite flyers to entangle
the strings of their kites, and attempt to cut their
opponents string. The winner‟s kite keeps flying, while the
loser‟s kite floats away in the wind. People then run after
the losing kite, and try to be the first to capture it when it
falls to the ground, a practice called kite running. This is
very popular abroad, and recently featured in the
blockbuster film, and book, „Kite Runner‟, about a young
boy in Afghanistan. It‟s a fascinating sport to watch, and
take part in, creating a thrill for everyone involved,
colourful kites soaring hundreds of feet in the air. Sounds
like fun, right?
Then, you consider the downsides. The potential for
littering the countryside, ingestion by animals,
interference with traffic, and the more serious threat to
human beings from the manja kite strings, that can be
coated in powdered glass. In some cases, throats have
been cut! Baildon Moor attracts a large number of
people, engaging in a diverse range of activities, all in a
small space. So, this is potentially a recipe for disaster.
Kite fighting is clearly unsuitable on Baildon Moor, in its
present form, and I would support short term measures to
control it. In my opinion the lines are already illegal, but I
also think there are easy alternatives to using manja kite
lines. We just need to engage with the users in order get
them to act responsibly, as well as enforcing existing
rules. I‟m
quoted
in
the
paper
recently
saying: “Skydiving, rock climbing, lots of things are
dangerous in some way or another and I think this would
probably be a good thing, but it would need rules and
regulations around an established club.”, and I stand by
this. Many of the dangers, such as death by stray bullets
from celebratory machine gun fire, do not apply in the
UK, and other factors such as littering, interference with
aviation, contact with overhead power lines, and the
sharp lines on the kites themselves, could all be tackled
through co-operation with an established club. Kite
materials and design could be changed, litter
recovered, and operating areas more carefully chosen.
Without it, the issue will not disappear, it will just continue
unregulated and unenforced.
My aim is to raise awareness of this issue, and make the
point that flying kites can be done safely on Baildon
moor.
“In Afghanistan kite fighting was banned by the Taliban
just because it was fun. We are not the Taliban.”

When I heard that there was going to be
another KAP conference in the south of France at
the birthplace of kite aerial photography I
thought 'I must go there' ( in my motorhome ) even
though the south of France is a long way.
First, a bit of history. 1888 (125years ago) Arthur
Batut took the first ever photograph with a
camera attached to a kite. We saw the camera
and the frame of the kite at the new museum
complex at Labruguiere not far from Toulouse.
The camera was surprisingly small, about a 7 or 8
inch cube. The release mechanism was operated
by a fuse - like a firework fuse - and the shutter
operated by a rubber band. "Simples". The kite
was a bow topped one about 7 foot long with
quite a substantial frame. Not that long ago,
these things were found in his barn by the family
who then set about creating the Museum. Right!
That's enough history.

Frame of Arthur Batut’s Kite

Replica KAP camera
The conference in October was five days long
with an extra day for those who wanted to extend
their time there. On the first day after checking in,
some people went into the grass area outside
and tried to fly kites - with some success. Francois
Periault, President of the French kite club, had a
replica historic kite flying high above the
conference centre and carrying his rig. It was a
very difficult place to fly in, surrounded by trees
and in the steep valley with a gusty wind along it.
Hamish from Oxfordshire and Simon Harbord flew
kites and the sent their rigs up too.

‘The Organisers’
After the introductions in the evening, with
photos of us as we were mentioned, my
presentation "Ancient Britain" was shown. I started
with aerial photos of the Achenlochy clearance
village remains in the north of Scotland (1815
a.d.) then Beverley Minster right down the ages
past crumbling castles to my latest KAP session
over the Flixton Lakes island archeological dig
near Scarborough where Neolithic artefacts had
been found (4000 b.c.) Next day we started in

earnest with many technical presentations.
There have been so many advancements in the
technology of the cameras, triggering systems
and rigs and it was all explained in great detail
that it was mind-boggling. Peter Bults of "KAP
Shop" had made a 3D 'printed' rig and had the
machine with him to make more. The rig was very
lightweight and would be sent 'flat pack' though
the post. Wolfgang Bieck did a practical session
making aerials for video downlink receivers.
Other presentations included 'phone KAP', a WiFi
direction finding rig demonstration and CDHK
scripts for altering the way the Canon cameras
could operate. The presentation by Michel Wirth
was of 3-D photographs. They were super on the
big screen (we all looked silly in the 3-D glasses.)
3D really took my fancy and I found out which
program to use (Stereo Photo Maker) and how to
do it and during the rest of the holiday I took
photographs for 3D and made over 100 – some
of which worked very well.
We had two days out. The first one to visit the
museum where we saw the actual camera and
the kite frame used by Arthur Batut to take the first
Kite Aerial Photos and then on to take
pictures over his house where the first kite aerial
photo was taken. The wind was gale force and
the conditions meant a challenging time. The first
two kites lofted ended in the trees. One is still
there! I only managed some fuzzy ones from a
bridge in Labruguiere and nearly lost control of
the kite when it dived down to the river.
Fortunately it came back up again after dipping
its tail in the water. I had three men helping me,
Christian, Yves and Jose, or I wouldn't have even
tried to fly the kite never mind the camera.
In the evening there were aperitifs and
speeches followed by a meal in the museum
foyer. We then were treated to a superb KAP slide
show in the museum theatre to which the 'mayor
and corporation' and public attended. It was
wonderful to see the images on the big screen.
The next day we went to an ancient hill village,
Lautrec, and again the conditions were
challenging - this time with too little wind. There
was a very small area at the top of the hill and
Carol Bigras managed to keep his roc in the air
and various KAPers put their rigs on his line. James
Gentles (of GentLED camera triggering devices)
sent 4 Gopros up on the rig which took 360
degrees worth of photos at once to make

panoramas with. He has made a composite
photo which you can scroll round - up and down
360,
and
round
360
as
well.>http://www.gentles.info/KAP/Gallery/Pano20
13/lautrec.html<
During one session, we had a video link with
Brookes Leffler who has produced many of the
KAP rigs which are used round the world. We all
had a turn Skyping with him through an iPad.
There were more presentations on my last
morning and Alain presented us all with a contact
print taken the previous Friday over Arthur Batut's
house. He had used a film camera, sending it up
for each of the 12 exposures. He printed and
mounted them in specially made cards with the
details in our own language in his spare time.
I left for the Frejus "festival of the air" after
lunch. And had a spectacular drive through a
gorge to the Mediterranean and on to Aigues
Mortes for that night.
It was good to meet so many people that I had
only on the internet ‘KAP forum’ as well as old
friends from KAPiNED (Holland in 2010)
Fly High
Sue Storey

One of the impressive KAPrigs in use.

on the way. I was asked when the kite festival
would start and answered "When the wind
does"! Ahh! Lunch was provided and after I
had finished mine, the wind arrived. Some
fliers didn't have lunch that day they were so
keen to fly. In the early afternoon there was a
parade of banners when fliers wanted to fly.
It made a spectacle for my Kite Aerial
Photography as they did the New Zealand
dancers and their band.
Frejus Kite festival October 2013
After I had booked into KAPiFrance 125, I had
a look at the kite calendars and found that
Frejus Kite Festival was the following
weekend. I decided that it was 'only' 250
miles away I would go to it. I left KAPiFrance
on the Thursday afternoon and stayed at
Aigues Mortes with a view of the floodlit
walled town. On Friday, I arrived at the
superb Azura holiday complex where I had
decided to stay with the other kite fliers. After I
settled in, I went to the bar was welcomed by
a group of Dutch & German fliers including
Rolf Zimmerman and his wife.
In the morning there was supposed to be a
fly in for ‘departed fliers’ but there was very
little wind till 1pm. I had to park off site with
the motorcaravan and managed to launch
the Levitation 'knock off' kite, put a rig and
camera on the line and walk through the site
taking pictures - till I reached the upwind
edge of the flying area! The wind then died
altogether so I then took time to have a look
around.

There were quite a lot of other attractions as
well as the kite making workshop and two kite
stalls. All this helped to attract thousands of
local people. I went as far as the beach,
passing the hot air balloon taking visitors for
a higher view of the area. After dipping a
toe in the warm sea, I returned through the
gardens admiring the red bottlebrush plants

As at all kite festivals there was a wide range
of spectacular kites and static displays and a
lot of friendly people but here we had the
backdrop of the mountains in the distance.
There was quite an Italian contingent, one of
whom was a Kite Aerial Photographer who
brought his rig the next day to show me. I also
made friends with Carlos from Portugal and
Jose from Columbia.

Only other Brits I found were John and Jill
Bloom with their beautiful printed banners, this
time with flamingos walking along them. (I
went to the Camargues later and took loads
of photos of real flamingos.... and had the
motorcaravan broken into while I was there.
Fortunately the alarm went off and nothing
was stolen. Strong sticky tape kept me safe
for the next 1000 miles!) The wind died at 5

o'clock so everyone packed up and went
back to the hotel or their lodgings.
We were all invited to aperitifs and speeches
before the meal. I was late because I had
downloaded my photographs and selected
some for a little photo show on my computer
which attracted quite a bit of attention and
admiration - especially when they saw their
kites on it. (I'll have to get round to sending
some photos of kites to their owners)
On Sunday morning I took my time going to
breakfast and then to the festival because
there was no wind...till 1-30 this time. The sky
soon filled up with kites and I put up my
Dopero Drone to carry the rig and camera. I
walked around among the people and could
show them what the camera was seeing
through my video downlink with a little
screen. At the end of the day, as the wind
was dying, I heard my kite mentioned of over
the loudspeakers ...."une petit cerf-volant
bleu a cache dons une grande cerfvolant"..... because it had decided to play
games with the same large inflatable lifter the
Levitation had tangled with the day before.
My heartfelt apologies were waved away as
we untangled the two.
I sat with Rolf and his wife for the meal that
evening and afterwards he gave me some
helpful hints to make my accordion kite fly
better. I still have to put them into practice.
Another relaxing evening with the kite fliers
followed before we said our goodbyes and
our "see you next year‟s.
Would I go again? Yes but I wouldn't drive, I'd
fly. It's a long way.
Fly High. Sue Storey

Whilst packing up after the Annual General
Meeting on Sunday 17th November I realised
that several of my books were „missing‟. I did
rather stupidly leave them on the middle
table where Alan Poxon left his collection of
kite magazines.
The are
“The collected thoughts of George Webster.”
“Para Kites by Woglom”
“Celtic Designs” and the booklet about the
“Cody Flyer Reconstruction”.
If they mistakenly came your way, enjoy and
return in due course. (But please let me know
of their whereabouts.)
Many thanks Bill Souten...

Seen on a T shirt at Lechlade in September
Thank you White Horse Kite Fliers....

I write to say thank you to everyone at the AGM
who voted for me as Kite Maker of Year. It was
totally unexpected, particularly in the light of
my accident in June, and the fact that I've
been pretty much incapacitated during the
Summer and haven't seen many of you at all.
Hopefully if my recuperation continues, I will be
able to rectify that in 2014, and can't wait to fly
with you again.

For those of who didn't know, after a hectic May
2013 where Becky & I were away kiteflying
every weekend, I fell downstairs on 2nd June,

and tore the tendons between the knee &
quadriceps of my left leg, ending up in hospital.
I was in a full leg cast for a few weeks, and then
a brace, hobbling around on crutches, and
being told to be 'very careful not to do anything
else silly'. The brace & crutches are gone now,
but I wasn't able to drive until October, and I'm
still undergoing physiotherapy (as of December
2013), which will undoubtedly stretch into 2014.
The enforced time at home should have been
an opportunity to get things done that have
been put to one side, but whether it was the
anaesthetic, the pain killers, or just an idle
streak, very little has actually been achieved.

It's not strictly true to say I've done nothing, I
enclose pictures of the last four kites I've made,
if you don't count the numerous Sled kites we do
in workshops, or the windsock kits I made for a
play scheme in Lancashire.
The Dopero was a special order, a kite for doing
Kite Aerial Photography. The plans are freely
available on the internet, but there are a few
variants, so as usual, I threw everything but the
basic shape away and started from scratch. I
tested the kite successfully, but I honestly don't
know if it flies like other similar kites. Perhaps I
will find out next season, if a few KAPers get
together.

The two large Eddy’s were made for the village
Art & Crafts Exhibition in October. It was
struggle to get them ready (they definitely
weren't completed with bridling etc.) because
at first I couldn't get my leg under the table to sit
at the sewing machine. The original design
came about from making kites for Derbyshire
County Council's 'No-Smoking Day' back in
2008, their logo had already been used on the
internet & it needed the kites to match. It's
almost but not quite a rainbow, because the
blue & red are together in the middle. It looks
effective in the sky though.

KAP,
I decided I needed a Picavet rig of my own.
The first one was made of scrap 6mm carbon
tube pushed at 90-degrees through a pop
bottle cap, with small eyelets glued in the ends
of the rods for the cords to go through. Version
1 had the cords too short, then on version 2 it
became apparent the arms were too long.
The newer version 4 is made of an empty
dyneema reel, some plastic bottle and bits of
wood, and some decent pulleys I found
(although these are a luxury upgrade I didn't
have to use). It looks 'Heath Robinson' but
works quite well.
I'll be publishing some
pictures soon.
Right at the beginning of 2013 I was playing
around with a Japanese Buka design. I had
met Paul Catchpole from the NKG a few times,
and he was invariably flying his own tiny kites,
that he often refers to as American fighters.
These near rectangular skyrockets are super
fast and tricky to control, but research led me to
the rectangular Buka Fighter which, if made
larger, can be very pleasing to fly without the
need for cat-like reflexes. Again, there are
some good plans on the internet, but I wanted
to make one as big as I could without the need
to dismantle it for carrying (always tricky with a
fighter kite), so I measured the art folder I carry
my fighters around in, and worked back from
there. Pretty unorthodox really, but I ended up
with a kite approximately 700 x 500 mm.

The other piece of kit was a new line balancer.
You remember when we all started flying sport
kites, there was a U.S. company called Moran
that made a Line Equalizer for making sure both
your flying lines were the same length. Much
more recently, it has been built into the line
winders we use, so there is no need for the old
version. However, call me old-fashioned, but I
reckon the line balancer works better, and I've
been using one successfully for years. When a
good friend enquired if they still existed, I was
surprised that they didn't, so I made a few
(including one for him). I was very pleased
with the results.
Here's to a great season in 2014.
Regards, Alan.

The final couple of the things I've made in the
last year aren't kites, but accessories. First of
all, after peer pressure and questions about

For many years I have visited the wonderful festival in Dieppe and have admired the kites
made by Claude Lea Comallonga. The designs, impact and elegance of her kites
impressed me profoundly – as works of Art, as delicate constructions, as flying kites and as
things of great beauty. I thought I too would like to use leaves and things and make such
beautiful kites but always thought that it would be presumptuous of me to try. These kites
were the preserve of the French Master and any attempt to do such things would be
something like copying. However, at the 2010 festival, I spoke to Claude for the first time and
she was most informative about her materials and methods – she even had a hand-out to
show the processes she uses. “Have a go” she said and this suddenly gave me a sort of
permission to “have a go”. I came back from that meeting and started to make kites using
natural materials and now this is my life. Many kites later, I met Claude again and we
discussed our work. She was most gracious and encouraging and this endorsement gave
me further confidence that what I was making had merit. Over the years, I had found my
own way and my kites assumed their own character.
When looking at one of my early creations, a woman asked “Of course, I expect you make
your own paper?” This made me think that I should – and so I did. Now my sources of
materials include those needed to make paper, leaf and plant designs and, latterly, line for
binding and bridles.
There are many factors involved when I make my kites.
To conceive and develop a design which has aesthetic appeal. This process can take ages
– sometimes ideas are very slow in coming. I call this “kiter’s block”.
To think of materials that work together. This again can be very time-consuming. Sometimes
the materials themselves say “Do this with me” and so I have to.
To find a way of constructing the kite. Each kite presents a new challenge. Sometimes there
has to be a balance of ideas so that the construction fits in with all the other factors.
To collect materials. Collecting usually takes place in other peoples gardens and this I have
found to be a very sociable occupation. There are so many plants and trees, each one may
look promising and say “Why not try me?” and so I do.
To process the materials. This involves a lot of trial and a lot of error. Each material requires its
own processing conditions and in order to find the optimum process there can be many,
many trials. Each time, there are new techniques to learn.
To develop techniques for assembly. The design idea can be very demanding and it can
take days to find a way of actually putting the thing together. Sometimes test pieces help to

find ways of constructing the kite. This often is the case with the frame; bamboo is a
wonderful material to work with but needs time and patience to learn how best to use it.
To keep in mind the overarching consideration that it should be a kite - and fly !
All these factors must be kept in mind throughout the whole process and I find this can be
very demanding. “If I do that, I may lose the appeal of that factor” .“If I use that, then the
construction will be too weak and I won’t end up with a kite that flies.“ “If I use that material,
it will need support and I will need something to anchor that support” Considering
everything together is an onerous requirement.
I can only briefly describe how I process the plant material. Perhaps Ars est celare artem.
First, papermaking is papermaking – either by the usual frame and deckle method or by
settling pulp onto a screen under water.
Leaves are cooked in alkali such that the soft material in the leaves is digested just enough
to leave the cellulose structure of the leaf intact. Too much cooking will either leave a windtransparent skeleton or destroy the leaf completely. Much experimentation is sometimes
necessary.
Some leaves, like Whitebeam and Beech are easy to process. Others, like Silver Birch are
much more difficult and need careful adjustment of all the factors to get to the stage where
the leaves are soft enough to stick together when dry but are not too flimsy and do not fall
apart. Some leaves, like Ivy and all the Viburnums I have tried have no strong cellulose
structure. Others slough off outer and inner layers to leave insubstantial insides. After cooking
and washing, the leaves can be bleached.
The wet and very fragile leaves are laid out in the desired arrangement and then dried
under pressure. The leaves stick together of their own accord and form a sort of leaf paper
which is incorporated in the kite.
I am often asked if I offer workshops. In view of the many time-consuming factors involved in
making my kites (including the cooking steps with hazardous alkalis) , I do not offer
workshops.
My designs
They come from everywhere but mostly from inside; somewhere deep inside. I have found
that, because I want to make kites, my observation of things around me has become keener
and I look at structures, shapes, ideas and challenges in a new way. Sometimes it is the
overall shape which gives birth to the design – sometimes it is the character and beauty of
the materials which need to be revealed . When both can be achieved in one creation,
then there is magic !
Is it Art ?
As a result of exhibiting my kites, I have met many artists and observed their ways . I have (so
far) avoided the pseudo-descriptive floweriness used by so many artists - “ I seek
confrontational space within which I can explore, conceptualise and challenge mankind’s
perception of experiences in holistic adventure shapes”
Either the work appeals to visually educated people or it does not and no amount of artlingo
can increase the value of that work.

I am so pleased with my kites, I just want to share them with anyone who might appreciate
them for what they are. It was for this reason that I wrote my website
www.johnbrowningkites.org
In 2013 I have had four opportunities to exhibit my kites– Norwich IAPMA exhibition,
Winchester Theatre Royal (one-man show), National Trust at Mottisfont Abbey and
Basingstoke The Ark. The many positive responses I have received have been very gratifying
for me. Now of course, I am looking for opportunities in 2014. If you know of galleries which
might be interested in showing my kites, please do get in touch.
john@johnbrowningkites.org

